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EXPLANATORY NOTE

and

FoqEI,roRp

On a number of occasions the Commission, Council and Parliament have

expressed their interest in the drar^ring uP, bY the Statistical Office

of tlre European Comrrnities' of work programmes covering statistical

activities in the Years ahead.

To meet these demands in a manner which is calculated to enable the

Council- to examine and approve such progranmes, the Cornnission has

adopted a procedure whereby a progranlme covering the statistical

activities of the Corununity in the years ahead is prepared at regular

intervals and transmitted to Council.

In instituting this procedure,, lhe Commission had the following consi-

derations in mi-nd:

3.1. At a time when demands for statistics are inceasing rapidly, co-

ordination is essential. Otherwise there will be needles waste

and confusion caused by a proliferation of requests for figures.

3.2. Requests for statistics come from many directions each reflecting

a different need. But unless they are co-ordinated the result is

an accumulation of overlapping and potentially conflicting

demands.

3.3. !4any requests may be ained at a limited number of suppliers of

information, who may increasingly resent and oppose any duplica-

tion and inconsistency.

4. The programme and the associated procedures for consultation and

discussion provide the means for co-ordination.
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5. The principal features of this procedure are:

5.1. The bringing together of the major statistical and closel-y

related activities of concern to the Community into one programme,

the central core being the SOEC'S own progranme.

5.2. The possibilities of improved co-ordinatj.on that such a

comprehensive progrenrne presents.

5.3. Consultation with the interested parties, particularly the
principal users of the information, including the European

ParlLanent.

5.4. The opportuni.ty for the Council to review periodically the
adequacy of the Connunity statistical programme, its priorities
and its relevance to pol-icy needs.

6. The present prograrme is the ftfth in a series begun Ln L973. Ihis
. indicative progranme covering the years 1982-1984 contains no

budgetary proposals. The Conmission transmits the progranme to Council
with an indication that it is ready to have consultations wittr the
Councll. The prograrnme is also being sent, for information, to the

European Parliament and to the Economic and Social Conrnittee.
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Fifth Statistical Prograrnme

of the European Communities 1982-1984

The general lines of a proposed programme of work for Community statistics

in the years LgB2-LgB4 are described in the following pages. In addition'

there are a nurnber of annexes. These are mainly devote<l to a detailed

description of the individual projects which together make up the programrne

as a whole.

These annexes are as follows:

Annex I - DirectorateA - GeneralEconomicstatistics
Annex 2 - Directorate B - Demographic and Social Stalistics

Annex 3 - Directorate C (part.) - IndusLry, Transport and

Services Statistics

Annex 4 - Directorate D (part.) - Agriculture, Forestry and

Fisheries istatistics

Annex 5 - Directorate o (part.) - Energy staEistics

Annex 6 - Directorate E - External trade, ACP and Non-member

Cor:ntries iStatistics

AnnexT-General -Secretariat
Liaison Bureau

Informatics
Dissemination (part Directorate C)

)
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SUMMARY

Two major innovations characterise the Fifth Statistical Programme of the

European Conrnunities covering the years L982-L984. These are:

- The devetopment of new databanks vstrich wilt as a group prov5-de a basic

and flexible instrument for the formulati-on, monitoring and a&ninist::ation

of Ccmmr:nity policies in most fields of high priority;

- A new role for EUROSTAT in the dissemination of on-Iine information from

existing and new databanks to the Commrnity Instj.tutions and to the

Community at large.

The principal aim of t]le Fourth Prograrnme (L979-L9B1), that of providing

timely short-term economj-c and social statistics, has been largely

achieved, and the bulk of the required raw statisti.cal material is already

in the hands of EUROSTAT and the national statistical services. Ttre main

problems to be solved in order to carry out the new programme are:

- to seek with Member States how the flow of essential statistical

infonnation can be maintained and improved, partly through the use

of new telecommunications facilities, and in so doing lightening the

the burden on scarce statistical resources in Member States' and

partly by improved cross sectpr harmonisation so that maximum use

can be made of all the available figures.

- to achieve the necessary re-deployment and re-inforcement of

computing and other resources in order to achieve these aims at a

minimum cost.

a
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FIflTH STATISTICAL PROGRAMME, L9B2 - 1984

1. INTRODUCTION

I.l. The present programme is the fifth in a series begun in 1973.
The series has developed as follows:
1974 First prograrnme circulated as EUROSTAT working docurnent.
1976 Second programme L977-L979 (1). Approved by

Commission (2) and in following year by Council (3)
L977 ThLzd progranrne I978-I98O circulated as EUROSTAT working

document.
1978 Fourth prograrrne 1979-1981 (4) approved by

Corrnission (5) and Council in I97B (6).

It is no longer considered necessary to produce a full new
programme each year for the Conunission and the Council though an
annual updating is discussed each year with the Directors General
of the National Statistical fnstitutes.

L.2. The proposal-s for the Fifth Programme can therefore be considered
in the light of the experience of the operations of the earlier
progranunes. Thus before considering the proposals for future
work, the following paragraphs are devoted to the review of the
,expectations, the achievements, the setbacks and other unforeseen
'deveLopments met in carrying out the fourth programme.

2. REVIEW OF THE YEARS 1979-T981

2.I. Priorities

Section 6 of the general lines of the progranme for 1979-198I
gave first priority to timely social and economic statistics.
This priority was first in a list which included the following
additional items:
- contingency programme for fisheries statistics,
- rar'{ materials,
* gaps in national accounts,
- social indicators,
- service statistics,
- sectoral analysis,
- enlargement,
- world nomenclature.

(r) coM(76)376
(2) COM(75)PV 378
(3) R/I7o4/77 (Eco 19I and, T/626/77 (AGPJ)
(4) coM(78)L24
(5) Pv 29e/78
(6) R/L585/78 (Eco 133) (rIN 422) and 750/78

t
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2.3.

Council views-on the PSogrammF

In its statement of its view on the Fourth Programme (R/L262/18
(Eco 111) ) Council approved its general lines and the priorities
concerning timely social and economic sta.tistics. Among other
points the council laid stress on the importance of improved
inLernational statistical coordination, t.he need for :legular
review of the prograrnme for inclividual sectors and welcomed Ene

emphasis given to the harrnonisation of national statistics rauher
than to the additional introcluction of Community statistics on

the basis of comrmrnity legislation. It considered that in
national and Corrnrmity statistical selvices there should be
adeguate resources to meet the prioritiesr of this prograruIle.

Assessment of the work done - Timeliness

There has been good proqress in providing
economic statistics. Normal release dates
important Community statistics are now as

Sector

timely social and
for some of the more
follows:

Release date
Monthly

AnnuaIIy

Unemployment
Production
Prices

National Accounts ESA

Agricultural i\ccormts First
estimate
External Trade (NIMEXE)

(after reference
period t)

E+3/4
t+LL/2
t+l

t+15

r-1
t+5

month
months
month

months

month
months

3

2.4. Within the Commission services improvements have come from
increased e>rploitation of the CRONOS data base and from increased
dj-ssemination through terminals, magnetlc tape, microfiches and
statistical teleqrams. However, timely Community statistics
depend essentially on the efforts of the national services and
the close cooperation between those services and EUROSTAT. The
Community's statistical prograrlme is their progralnme and they
participate in its achievements and in its shortcomings. The
record of achievement in the years 1979-1981 is a good one.

2.5. other objectivss

EUROSTAT produced the first Community balance sheets for
raw materials in 1.979 arrd made some progress with the gathering
of data for sectoral _analysis. A second publication in a new
series devoted to social indicators \^Ias well reviewed by

fl
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the European press. The contingency programme for fishery statistics
was drawn up and good foundations were laid for the long-term
work on world nomenclature problems. The publication of
nationalffi using purchasing power paritieg

asis, 6- i-nnoviEion in inGr-
national statistics. However, relatively little advances were
made towards fillinq the gaps in national accounts statistics, in
balan-ce of pgtzmentj; statistics, or in the collection of services
stati stics.

2. 6. Community su::velrs"

There was a concentration of work on Community surveys grouped
around the statistical benchmark year 1980. For the two-yearly
labour force sampEjlllglr, first results from the L979 survey
were a.r@ the other rnajor two-yearry survey, the
collection of structural data from farms, continued to encounter
difficulties i ults. Among the less
freguent surveys, a major bench-mark survey on prices was carried
out in the autumn of 1980, and the first partial results of a
large survey of the structure of earnings in L97B/L979 were
available by the enaffi
During the period of the progranme the first routine processing
and dissemination of the annual harmonised industrial structurg
sufveys beqan with the production of the results for 1975 and
L976.

2.7. However, there was a major and unforeseen setback in the
execr.rtion of the first ha
Plans had been carefullflGawn up over many years, and set down
in a 1973 directive, for a harmonised and synchronised Census of
Population to be carried out in the spring of 1981. For varying
reasons a few l'lember states found themselves obliged to seek
derogations from the directive.

2. 8. Unforeseen devel-opments

Many of the Connrissionr s day-to day needs for statistics for
policy purposes had been foreseen in the Fourth Programne - for
example, for agriculture, for energy, for the GATT negotiations,
for the textile surveillance system etc. In addition, new
unforeseen demands were made and met including work on the VAT
contributions to the Community budget and statistics required to
monitor the crisis in iron and steel.

t
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2.9. Dissenination

Perhapsthemostsignificantgeneraladvanceinimproving
community statistics in this period was in dissemination. In
addition to a restructured and streamlined proqranme of publi-
cations, with concentration on monthly bulletins providing rapid
information, there was a big increase in output via maqnetic tape

and microfiches. In addition about 150 terminals were available
early in 1981 to make the contents of the cRONos data bank

readily available to the commission's services in Brussels and

Lr:xembourg.

2.IO CRONOS-EURONET

A milestone in the development of EUROSTAT and Conrnunity
statj-stics was reached at the beginning of 1981, when the CRONOS

data bank was linked to the EURONET telecomrmrnications network
via commercial services. These services will put some 5OO'OOO

statistical times series - about three quarters the total
contents of the cRoNos data bank - at the disposal of users.

2. 11 Cotlaboration with international ofganisations

Finally, there was a marked increase in the collaboration between
EUROSTAT and other international statistical organisations.
Regular meetings were held to review and encourage the efforts to
eliminate duplication of demands on the national statistical
services and to promote important international statistj-cal
projects,particularlythoseconcerninginternationalprice
comparisons (the rcp project) and nomenclature problems at the
world level.

2.L2 Cortclusions

The balance sheet for the Fourth Programme is largely positive.
Many of the principal objectives have been met. Council's wishes
have been met, not only in regard to collaboration with the
international organisations but also to the extent that EUROSTAT

has sought to maximise the use of existing national statistics
and to encourage the other services of the commission to do
likewise. It has also begun, at the regular meetings of the
Conference of Directors General of the National Statistical
rnstitutes, a systematic review and updating of the programme for
major sectors.

:
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OUILOOK FOR TTIE YEARS L982-L984 DEMAND AND GENERAL PRIORITTES

I

3.1. Increase in demand

The voh:ne of statistical data to be handled and available for
disseminating for Community purposes will continue to grow. This
grrowth flows inevitably from developments such as:
- the enlargement of the Community,
- widening relationships with third countries or groups of

countries,
- increasing concern about the social, economic and monetary

situation.
As in recent years the increase in rzolume is expected to come,
not so much from collection of new data from the nine Member
States, but from the bringing together of existing information
flows and sources in a co-ordinated mariner. However, the
enJ-argement, realised and impending, of the Conmunity involves a
very significant addition to the volume of collection.

3.2. Harmonisation and co-ordination - c-entral prj.oritieg

As indicated in earlier progranmes, the principal role of
EUROSTAT remains that of integrator at the centre of the
Conmunityr s statistical system. It is of prime importance to
maintain the co-ordinating link between EUROSTAT and the national
statistical services as the unique channel for meeting the
Cornmunity's statistical requirements. These requirements call for
harmonisation of the national statistics - to ensure comparability
bethteen Member states and to make it possible to calculate
meanJ-ngfu1 totals for the Community. However, harmonisation for
Community purposes lays heavy burdens on the Member States.
Serious study is therefore essential, in lhe liqht of the uses to
be made, of the ehoices to be made between the collection of
national statistics, their conversion to a conmunity system, and
the creation of new statistics; the long-rterm objective remaining
the convergence of the national statistical systems.

3.3. Increased demands and qreater harmonisation - a balance of

Efforts made in the previous progrannme to provide timelier and
improved statistics, together with the current proposals for
their dissemination via data bank networks, require that the
degree of harmonisation, from the point of view of the compara-
bility of the data, must be made clear. The extent of the
harmonisation will depend on the nature of the figures. For some
uses, lack of comparability must not be an excuse for withholding
the data. It is evident that statistics to be used to compare
levels or structures must be more harmonised than series designed
to compare trends, particularly short-term trends, where
harmonisation can be linited to those presentational and
methodological aspects which could affect these trends. In
addition, the statistical system must be organised in such a way
that the important detailed harrnonised structural information
which takes much time to compile can be kept up-to-date by the
use of simpler but rapid statistical indicators.

I
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The national statistical services are obliged to find ways and
means of providing zrn adequate statistica-L ser:vice within
national bor:ndaries while containing or reduci.ng costs wherever
possible. EUROSTAT faces a similar problern at the Community level
and with the national services must seek to meet growing demands
at minimum costs even if this means a lower degree of harmonisation
and comparability than some users would wish to have.

pe!e-

'llhere will be increasing pressure to take advantage of new data
processing possibilities in order to handle and make readily
available the increased volume of data available. Community
policy needs are frequently changing and users seek quicker
access to data available from a variety of sources. The new
progranme consequently contains important projects for the
expansion of existinq data banks and for the development of a
number of new statistical data banks.

Quality * a prlorily taq\

As data banks and networks put more figures at the disposal of
users the need to ensure adequate levels of quality for each kind
of user will become more apparent. Qualitlz implies not only
reliability but also timeliness and adequate documentation to
gnride the user. Where national statistics are inserted unchanged
into the framework of Community statistics;, their identity and
source must be apparent. Where there are unavoidable differences
between national and harmonised or standa::dised Community
statistj.cs there must be "transparency" so that both the original
supplier and the users are not confused b1z therse differences.
Consequently projects in the programme wil-l cc,ntain work plans
devoted to inventories and catalogmes, ancl han.dbooks devoted to
methodology, sources and definitions.

other overall _priorities - enlargement

The experience of enlargement in 1973 showed t.hat it took
considerable tj-me to incorporate the new Ivlember Countries t

statistics into the Community's system. Gr:eece joined the
Community in January 1981, negtotiations with Portugal and Spain
are proceeding. EUROSTAT has already established close working
relationships with the statistical services of all three
countries, but much work remains to be donLe for EUROSTAT to
assimilate the considerable quantity of additional information
already available and for these countries to adapt their national
systems to the Connnunity system to give the appropriate new
statistical framework for ten and eventuaf,ly twelve countries. Tc:

play their proper role in the Community's statistical work and
not put too heavy a strain on the national systems, the national
statistical services of new Member States must have adequate
reSources.

)
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3.7. An inter-institutional role for EUROSTAT

Finally, whereas EUROSTAT has hitherto devoted nearly all its
resources to the prinary role of providing a statistical service
to the Cornrnission, higher priority is now being given and will be
qi-ven in future to provide an improved service to other users of
Community statistics. This change in emphasis will automatically
result from the development of the CRONOS-EURONET links but
facilities such as these also interest public authorities in the
Member States and the. Community institutions, particularly the
European Parliament. EUROSTAT has aLready inaugurated an
experimental service to the French Senate and the Commission has
given favourable replies in response to demands for the establishment
of links with the European Assembly and the Europea"n Investment
Bank. Vlith these and other developments EUROSTAT expects to play
an increasl-ng inter-institutional role in the coming years.

PRIORITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL SECTORS

4.1. ,General Economic Statisll-cg (Directorate A)

In the field of statistics for economic policy, highest priority
will be given to tasks related to the ESA (European system of
integrated economic accounts). In particular an improvement in
the speed in which the information is collected, handled and
disseminated will be sought, and special attention will be paid
to comparisons in real terms. Special efforts will be made to
fill the rnore important gaps in the national accounts. Input-
output tables are indispensable for analyses of the flows of
goods and services in the European economy and the work progranme
in connection with the I98O tables will merit special attention.
As regards Regional Statistics further progress is envisaqed
towards Regional Statistics capable of meeting the multiple needs
of the Commission and in particular the periodical report
foreseen in the Regulation setting up the European Regional
Development Fund. This work consists of takingr advantage of the
provision afready made in various acts of Council for the
collection of reqional statistics in a nurnber of fields.

I

The growing use of statistics in relations between the
and third countries gives added importance to the work
of Pa)ments Statistics. As regards Short Term Financial
StatLstics, the accent will be on extending the range of figures
available. Monetary and Financing Stati are important in the
context or 66Eu-ropean t'tonetary$tem ana-efforts in the coming
years will be concentrated on methods for harrnonising the basic
statlstics and on the dissemination (sometimes limited because of
their confidential nature) of the data already harmonised.

Finally, a number of substantial projects should be mentioned
which are of growing i-mportance, namely rqork of the accounts of

Community
on Balance

I



{4"2. Sociar and demograP.lic -statistics- - Djrectorat:: B

In social and demographic statistics the scope is particularly
wide and heterogeneous. It is possible only to prograrune for a

minimum service of community statistics in many subject areas and

to limit a more comprehensive service to areas of important
qeneral interest, such as population, er.nplolnne{L'.--9-*"9??--119'.

pg1g"t and to subjects of particular policy ccncerrl' sur:lt as

@r"Considerab1.eattent-ionwiItcontinuetobedevoted
1[-i.he;;tabfishment of the links between the various subject
ireas by the use of standard nomenclatures and breakdowns and by

synchronisation.

The growth in use of social statistics has led to insistent
demands for the achievemerrt of increases in scr:pe and detail
al.ready agreed (as for example in the extension of short term
ea.rpi.ngs stati_stics to services and the supply of absolute pTices
ffid of up-to-d.ate instruments for calculating
purchas+g power parities). Indeed the general pressures on

lar to those on EUROSTAT as a whole'
narnely for more timely, more frequent, and more reliable
information. It is therefore planne,c in consultation with the
workinq groups to continue the general improvernent i.n timeliness
- which has been well received * in particular by overcomingt
delays in response (for example, in the labour force sulvey_, and

in earrrings statistics). The serious delay between the arrival of
tfreffi-Che tabour force survey and its completion
for all countries is a major handicap which ntust be overcome. The

working groups will also be requested to consider improvements in
the quality of the data and the making goods o:f gaps which hamper
the presentation of breakdown at Community level"

Turning to subject matter areas, the level of r-rnemployment is one

of the greatest problems for the Community. Statistics of
empfolzment and ullenptoyment are therefore a t'cp priority. A

work;not is planned for late autumn 19Bl to help to determine
user$' priorities for the further development of labour market
information. fn the field of socig] prgtec-tion, the completion of
the ESSPROS (European System of Integrated social Protection
Statistics) rnethodology i.s a priority which has been recoqnised
by Menber states. In safety, health and welfare, a prograrune to
make better use of national data on industrial accidents will be

established.

;
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4.3. Tndustry, transport and services - Directorate*C.

No$rhere more than in the field of industrial policy is there the
need for greater flexibility in meeting demands for information
ari-sl-ng from changes and r:ncertainties in the economic situation;
for example in the steel and textile industries. The problems of
the management of data, its dissemination and accessibility are
pararnount. In this context a special effort must be made to put
the following data banks on to an operational footing:

: industrial conjuncture
- industrial production
-ffi
- analysisrcf industrial redeployment
- particular industries (steel, transport)

To feed these data banks and to meet, through other channels, the
growing demands for industrial statistics, other imperative
actions are necessary. As regards the application of the
directives on short term industrial statistics, work must be
concentrated on filling the gaps in the most important conjunctural
indicators. Other mandatory statistics which are needed promptly
are those relating to the annual industrial structure survey and
to transport statistics as set out in three directives.

Additionally, during the period of this programne priority will
be given to estabLishilg regular series of industrial producer
price indices. It is also hoped to extend the series of
harmonised industrial production series beyond their present
scope.

4.4. Agriculture, forestry an9 jisheries - DiregForate D

The setting of priorities for agricultural statistics in the year
ahead stems from the programne of work for the decade of the
nineteen eighties which has been put together, in consultation
with Member States and the Commission services' during the past
tr,ro years.

While maintaining and where possible irnproving the flow of
existing statistics on structuresr prices, incomes and production,
highest priority will be given to a number of specific projects.
These include essential improvements in information about the
agricultural labour force, closer links between EUROSTAT

statistics and those of the Farm Accounts Data network and the
further development of a system of fisheries statistics.

Enlargement of the Community imposes a particulary heavy burden
in respect of agricultural statistics, notably as regards the
need to ensure that the necessary statistical infrastructure is
set up in good time in new Mentcer States. For existing Member
States this problem is virtually solved except in the case of

t
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rtaly, where the extenjsion oll_ltrg_gbsgrva'li9n systPrn through a

Effigtnened statisLical infrastructure merits high priority in
the programme for the imroediate future.

Finally, in addition to the data Lrank on fisher:ies which is
already in preparation, pri.ority will be given to t-he possibility
of developing a dgt'a b*I.< on agricgl-tr+:?-1-:?.!.s-*1il*.r1: st-atj's:tir-s
designed to speeE- up-Che hancll.irrg of daca from cur.r:en'L and future
surveys and to pr:ovide e;rsj-er access to the rich str:re of
information al"ready accr:rnulated from past surveys'

4. 5. Energy_ sjatiF-tics :Difglt9rale 1)

The principal objective remains unchanged - to naintain antl
improve the ftow of timely and reliable in.formation a.bout the
salient features of the energy situation (production, con-
sumption, imports and stocks) with particuLlar attention to
oil statistics and to the ovena,Ll energy lPlance-

During the period of the programrne, priori.ty tasks also include
the extension of the new energy*Lnput-outpll! tables for I9BO to
cover the whole of the Community and the sretting-up of a regular
system of energy prices covering production and imports as well
as consumption.

To ensure that reliable statistics are aveLilable to tlie Community
for monitoring the oil situatiorr and in ti.mes of emergency'
BUROSTAT will pursue its fruj-tful collabo::ation wit-.h the IEA and
Ivlember States with partir;ular ernphasis on eliminating major
inconsistencies in exte.rnal trade, stock rnovements and petro-
chemicals.

4.6. External trade, -FCP jr-nd third country s"9g!.istics_'- Directgrate E

Withiri the general framework of the implerrentation and adaptation
of the Coqncil regulations concerning haruronised Community trade
st-atistics the foltowing priority actions are envisaqed in this
progranme:

Met]aodo_logy_ and Nomencljr turq
- redefinition of the special brade

goods, value definitions, and bhe
trade;

* participation in the setting up of the Etarmonised System and
examination of the relationship with othrer trade nomenclatures.

Disgenination en_d analys.Lr of EEC .trade data
- enlarqement of the NfMl>(E trade data system to include Greece

ancl other new member countries,
- statistical surveillanr-:e systems for purposes such as:

SGP (System of Generalised Preferences), GATT (General

O

system, trade in bonded
measurement of intra*EEC

t
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: .greements on Tariffs and Trade) and MFN (Multilateral Fibre

Negotiations) ,
- extension of use of general progra[me to monthly processingT

of NII,IE)G data,
- statistical analyses for the preparation of international

trade negotiations and for monit-orinq the external trade of the
Conruunity,
development of a NIME)(E data bank,
development of price indices using NIME)G data.

Other activities of high priority include the consolidation and
expansion of existinq data banks relating to ACP and third countries,
and the co-ordination of technical statistical co-operation between
EEC Member States and ACP countries.

IECHNICAL PRIORITIES AND GENERAL TASKS

5. 1. Technical priorities

Priorities for individual sectors for EUROSTAT as set out in the
preceding paragraphs flow necessarily from the Commission's
developing policy needs. However, whatever the policy needs of
the day, the Communityr s statistical work wilL also have its own
internal priorities which must be met in order to develop and
maintain the statistical infrastructure on which the servicing of
policy needs depends. Arpng such technical considerations which
will play an important role during the period of the Fifth
Progranme are:
- the linking together of statistics,.(e.9. prices, trade,----::-p.roduction and emplolment) from various sources to

produce more closely integrated data for economic and social
anal-ysis of Community problems or of Community relations with
third parties.

- the rebasing of some of the principal social and economic
itdi .

- the increased use of estirnating procedures which will be
necessary in an enlarged Communi-ty in order to produce timely
statistics for the Communitv as a whole.

5.2. Dissemination

EUROSTAT will use data banks to promote the rapid and flexible
transmj-ssion of data. rn addition to on-li-ne facilities, there is
a considerable volume of data already disseminated from these
banks by way of magnetic tppe and microfiches. This output will
increase in future. Conventional publications no longer provide
more than a very small part of the total information disseminated
and EUROSTAT policy for these publications is to ensure that,
more and nore, salient figures- will be automatically produced in
a systematic and reqular manner from the computerised data banks.

q
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t5.3. lnformatics a.nrl telematics

BUROSTAT is responsible for the development a:nd na'intenance of
statistical sof!:were--s)3:910.:- for general use throughout the
ffirnt tinen rnairitenafic€ rlf existing systems
(CRONOS (time series data bank) , SA:3INE (nomenclat"ur:es and
headinqs data base) ancl osIRIS (tabl"e gene::nt-i-n.g ].afiguage) ) !s *
heav'7 but essential taslir but p:r-j.rrri't"r' mus:L aLso be given to
improvements in these slrsterms' to t-he creatio:n of 9irec-lior:Lgs. t<>

the extension and integr:ation of soft-wa.re tools to cover the
manlge-lrent of l-arge dateLJ!€E- and distrihute'd sub*systems' The

continuecl rapia gr"owth of -tne l-rse ef informatics by EUROSTAT will
call for maximum co-ordina+;ion of efforts cn :maintenance and
development of these gerreral systems, of the 'work of planning'
execution and technical assistance within EUR'CSTAT, of the
operations of the Computer Centre and of the .National Statistica-t
Services, and of the requirements of the various users. Througth

its use of EURoNET, EUROSTAT wilt be in a. position to pioneer
the possibilities of di::ect on-line exchange of information
between Member States and the Community Institutions as part of
an inLer-institutional telematics rretworh.

5.4. Li-aLson and co-ordination

EUROSTAT devotes more ald more attention to assisting users to
find what they need from data which is readily available, and
thus easinq the burden o1 suppliers of the primary information.
This priority task is undertaken in part as one of the responsi-
biliLies of the 90 or so regular ETTROSTAT r",'orking qroups meetings
which take place each year in order to plan in detail work on
inclividual projects, an<1 also in part by the EUROSTAT Liaison
Bureau and Data shop in Brussels. High priority will also be
given to continued effo::ts to reduce the duplications of demands
for international statistical purposes.

LONGER TERM PERSPECTIVES

6- l. SLatistical networks

The use of on-l.ine communicatj-on networks will rapidly open up
possibitities for speed.:Ler collectior-r of stal-isti-cs as well as
their speedier dissemj-n;rtion. The possibility of national
statj-stical services themselves updating Community and international
statistical clata bases witl. bring new opportunities for timelier
statistj-cal informertion but wi-Lt also raise problems of organi-
sation and relationships between the bodies concerned whi-ch could

t
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fundamentally affect the way in which they operate. In addition
the questions already being raised as to the boundaries beyond
which a statistical service should not go in marketing its
statistics will becorne of increasing importance in the not too
distant future.

6.2. Changes in publicalions and data collection methods

With statistics reaching an ever wider public through tele-
communications systems, the role of conventional publications
wilL continue to change radically in character. Much of the
efforts currently devoted to the problems of collection will be
devoted to ensuring an adequate information service to users
wishing to make the best use of the volume of statistics
available.

The statisticiarr will also spend npre time on the matchinq of
nomenclatures and other problems associated with the b.: intling
together of statistics from a multiplicity of sources.

6.3. New soci.al and economic phenomena are already posing serious
problems for the statistician - measurement of the "black
economy", of inflation and its consequences, of the migratory
labour force, of production activities which are increasingly
complex and dispersed beyond national boundaries, of the role of
women in the economy and in society, of the growth of the service
industries, of the; social situation of cultural workers. To these
problems must be added the increasing reluctance on the part of
the general public and of industry to respond to official
statistical enquiries and in particular to well-publicised large-
scale censuses and surveys. This may lead goverrunent statisticians
to turn more and more to small-scale inquiries, to the greater
use of statistical registers and of administrative records, and
to the linking together of information from these disparate
sources.

5.4. More feedback

At the same time the use of comrm:nication networks will enable
better relationships with users and suppliers to be established.
To gauge the relevance of their data to the needs of society
statisticlans will be able to use the automatic systems which
register the intensity of use of each statistic.

6.5. Greater selectivity

The power of modern computers to process and to make available
Iarge volurnes of data will further require a conscious effort on
the part of statisticians to bringr out what is significant by:

t
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i) increasecl preparation of ad hoc anarlyses,
ii) systematic work!-ng over of the data received treated

and stored to find the most meaningful way of summarising
and Presenti-ng it.

DEMAND AND RESOURCES

7.L. Demand

Efforts continue to be made to restrict tlemands to essentials -
and in this process the number of projec'ts in the programme has
been cut from over 25O in the Fourth Programme to IBO in the
Fifth. Nevertheless, comnunity requirements continue to grow.
The current vslume of output (dissenination in all forms) and
the expected increase are clifficult to quantify. However, as the
inputs into the computer are the national statistics which
require little further processing, the volume of data handled by
the computing system may be used to illustrate the growth in
demand.

The followingr table shows that despite tlire brakinE effect of
resource restrictions the computing of Cotnlnunity statj-stics has
grown rapidly. Requirements will continue to increase r:apidly
particularly in view of the need for new data banks.

,t
e

7.

EUROSTAT Computilg

Calculated Use Shortfall
requirements
(in hours of rCL 29BO OCP equivalenL)

Percentage
shortfall

z

25
20
33

t

197 5

l9BO
t9Bl
r-985

600
2loo
3350
82@

450
2L6C-

22C,C^*

150
540

rl50*

* Estimate in February 19Bl
some 70 3 of the work of

?.2. Resources

when EUROSTAT operations accounted for
the Commission's main ICL computer.

During the period of the Fourth Programm'e, EUROSTAFF staff
managed high levels of output in spite of serious computing
bottlenecks. Much of the increased productivity came from savings
achieved by the use of computers to receive, edit, store'
handle and disseminate <lata. Further savings are still to be
obtained in this way, but development an,C maintenance of the data
banks and data networks will require additional resources of
computinq capacity, anit of informatics and sLatistical staff.

t
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7.3. There has been a recent increase in the capacity of the Commission's
matn frame computinq facilities, but staff resources in the
Computing centre have not kept pace with requirements. EUROSTATTs
own staff in recent years have consequently been obliged t<>

devote mrch time to overcome computing bottlenecks and, with
little re-inforcement, have been unable to play their full role
in a growing nurnber of vital statistical projects. The Second
Statistical Progranme CoM(76) 376 envisaged a re-inforcement plan
which raised the level of EURosTAT staff to 375 by 1979. The
current level in I9Bl is nearly 25 I below this objective. Other
services of the Conmission have thus been obliged to request and
to use more staff for statistical work. Use of resources has
accordingly been Less than optimal, with a large number of
statistical projects carried out in an independent and thus
possibJ-y inefficient mEaner.

7.4. Statistical Co-ordination

7.5.

Considerable economies of scale can be achieved by the central
management of the collection, compilation and exploitation of
statistics. Present indications are that resources for statisticaL
work wilL continue to be as scarce as t.Jley are at the present
time, both in the Commission and in the Member States. Such
resources as are avaitable to the Commission for the collection
of basic statistical rnaterial should be concentrated as far as
possible in EUROSTAT and not dissipated throughout the Community
administrations unless there is a specifically agreed decision to
the contrary. National and Community statistical services can
reduce costs of collectlon, handling and analysis through the
optimum use of cornputers and communj-cations networks and achieve
high productivity by skilled exploitation of available statistics.

This optimum use of computers and communicating networks could
also help decentralized analysis of statistics.

EUROSTAT has the experience to ensure efficient co-ordination of
the Community's statistical efforts - but does not yet have the
resources to see that this co-ordination is effective and to see
that the Corrnunity! s priorities for statistical work are
respected.

Additional resources

In the light of this situation EUROSTAT's main needs for
additional resources in the years ahead may be summarised as
follows:

- need for additional staff to manage the new data banks and
networks which will alone provide a sufficiently flexible
system to meet changing Colrununity policy needs in new
situations.

- additional capacity in machines and personnel in the
Computer Centre to meet these demands.

- need for additional staff to co-ordinate the statistical
work of the Cormnunity to achieve the best use of scarce
resources.t
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B. INDICATIVE TIMETABLE OF SURVEYS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAMME

Key: X - CommunitYsurveY
s - comrnunity survey, small scale or of limited ccverage
H * National survey, harmonized and synchronised
(H) - National survey, harmonized but not synchronized
? - Uncertajlty as to tirning.

RFfer_qnce.J93L*ol ri.g_ ut3gtgy.
1981 l9B2 1983 l9B4 1985

SociaI
Labour: force
Labour force - supplementary questions
Labour costs in industry )

Labour costs in commerce )

Barnings in agriculture
Population census
Accidents (iron and steel)
Accidents (iron and steel):
origin and circumstances

agricultgre
Structure
CattIe
Pigs
Dairy
Hatchery
Sheep
Fruit trees
Wine: Basic survey L979/8O

Annual surveys

$$:ss"
ECSC surveys
Tndustry - gieneral
Industry - investment
puinquennial survey of small finns
Decennial census

Tr1nsp:{t_
Road-haulage statist'.ics
Inland waterway statistics
Rail statistics

Prices
cffir goods prices
Energy prices
Retail prices

X

x
x

S

s
s

I

U
If
I'

X
x

X

X?
x
v

SS

X
v?

s?

X
2t

X
x

x

X

X
x
x
x
X

x
x
x
x
X
x

S

H
q

x
x

x
x
x

s?s?

x
xx
xx
XX
XX
XX f,

XX
XX
XX
x

X
x
X

x
x
x

xx
XX
xx

x
X

x
X

sX?
SS
SX?
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